Laminar triple flames are investigated numerically using detailed and reduced chemical reaction mechanisms. Triple flames are believed to play an essential role in flame propagation in partially premixed systems. In order to reduce the computational cost of the simulations, the flamelet-generated manifold (FGM) method is used to simplify the chemistry model. The FGM method is based on a library of premixed laminar flamelets. Mixture fraction variations in partially premixed flames are taken into account by using the mixture fraction as an extra degree of freedom. A comparison of the results computed with FGM and with detailed chemistry shows that FGM predicts the structure of triple flames very accurately.
. Schematic representation of a triple flame. The arrows indicate the local burning velocity.
Introduction
In this paper, the structure of laminar triple (or tribrachial) flames is studied by using the flamelet-generated manifold (FGM) method. A triple flame is a flame structure generated by flame propagation in a partially premixed system. A schematic representation of such a triple flame structure is shown in figure 1 . In a partially premixed field, the mixture fraction, Z, determines the local equivalence ratio and thereby the value of the burning velocity, s L . Since premixed flame speeds are maximum for near-stoichiometric conditions, a flame in a partially premixed field propagates preferentially along surfaces of stoichiometric mixture, i.e. near Z = Z st . On the fuel-lean side of such a surface, there is a lean premixed flame branch, and on the fuel-rich side, there is a rich premixed flame branch, both propagating with a lower burning velocity than the leading edge of the flame, called the triple point. For very rich or lean mixtures, the mixture fraction is beyond the flammability limits and the flame extinguishes. Behind the partially premixed flame front, two streams-one containing unburnt intermediates like CO and H 2 , and the other unburnt oxidant-come together and burn as a diffusion flame.
The interest in triple flames is largely motivated by the potential role these structures play in flame propagation in partially premixed mixtures. Triple flames are of fundamental interest for the understanding of stabilization of lifted (turbulent) diffusion flames. A thorough review of the different concepts about lift-off mechanisms and blow-out criteria is given by Pitts [1] . The role of triple flames in the stabilization of jet flames is discussed by Müller et al [2] .
In addition to diffusion flame stabilization, triple flames can also play an important role in the ignition processes of non-premixed systems. Numerical simulations of autoignition in non-uniform mixtures by Réveillon, Domingo and Vervisch [3, 4] clearly show that flame propagation in turbulent partially premixed systems is governed by triple flames. In addition, Peters and Rogg [5] note that NO x emissions are likely to be large in such transient cases, and therefore a better understanding of triple flames can provide essential information concerning pollutant formation.
One of the first observations of triple flames was made by Phillips [6] , who investigated flame propagation in a methane-air mixing layer. More recently, a number of experimental studies on triple flames have been reported in the literature. Kioni et al [7] have studied the development of a triple flame in a mixing layer with a linear profile of the mixture fraction. Measurements and simulations of velocities and species distributions in a lifted laminar axisymmetric diffusion flame have been reported by Plessing et al [8] . The propagation of unsteady triple flames in laminar non-premixed jets has been studied experimentally by Ko and Chung [9] . Numerical simulations have been used by Ruetsch et al [10] to address the relation between heat release and triple flame velocities and by Echekki and Chen [11] , and Im and Chen [12] to study the chemical structure of methanol-air and hydrogen-air triple flames. Theoretical studies considering the propagation velocity of triple flames have been reported by Buckmaster and Matalon [13] , who studied the influence of Lewis number effects, and by Dold [14] and Hartley and Dold [15] , who studied the effect of the mixture fraction gradient in the region of the triple point. Ghosal and Vervisch [16] included the effect of heat release in their theoretical study of the effect of the mixture fraction gradient on the propagation speed. The effect of confinement on the propagation velocity of triple flames was investigated numerically by Ruetsch and Broadwell [17] .
The objective of this paper is twofold. First it is investigated whether the recently developed FGM method [18] can be extended to partially premixed combustion. Second, FGM is used to collect more information on the behaviour of triple flames. In the FGM method, the basic ideas of manifold and flamelet approaches to reduce the computational cost of flame simulations are combined. One-dimensional premixed flamelets are computed in a preprocessing step, and they are used to construct a low-dimensional manifold. FGM has been applied successfully to purely premixed flames [18] [19] [20] . The tabulation of premixed flamelet chemistry in the context of turbulent combustion was anticipated by Bradley et al [21] . In this paper, FGM is applied to partially premixed systems, and the influence of mixture fraction variations on the FGM method is investigated. For small Z variations, the use of premixed flamelets seems justified. When the gradients in Z are increased, the deviations from local premixed behaviour increase and FGM is tested more severely.
Since a FGM is constructed using purely premixed flamelets, variations in the mixture fraction should be taken into account by using Z as an additional controlling variable. A description of the triple flame simulations and the manifold that is used in the reduced computations is given in the next section. The results of detailed chemistry and FGM computations are compared in section 3. The propagation speed, s P , of triple flames and its relation with the mixture fraction gradient are discussed in section 4. Not only variations in the mixture fraction cause deviations from one-dimensional premixed flat flame behaviour in triple flames, but flame stretch and curvature as well. Therefore, the mass burning rate of the premixed flame branches is investigated in section 5 using a flamelet analysis. Finally, results for diffusion flamelets in the triple flame are compared with results for one-dimensional counterflow diffusion flames.
Numerical simulations
To simulate steady triple flames, the set of governing equations is solved in a stream function/vorticity formulation [22] in the two-dimensional domain depicted in figure 2. The length and width of the domain are given by L x and L y , respectively. Since these dimensions are much larger than the flame thickness, a non-equidistant grid is used in order to reduce the number of grid points as much as possible. The total number of grid points used in the simulations is 201 × 201 = 40401. The results presented here were run on different grids to check that the number of grid points does not affect the final result. To keep the different grid nodes distinguishable in figure 2, only 41 × 41 grid lines are shown. The inlet is located at the left of the domain (x = 0). At the right side of the domain (x = L x ), outlet boundary conditions are applied for the velocity, u = (u, v)
T , species mass fractions, Y i , and temperature, T : The top and bottom boundaries are treated as symmetry planes, i.e.
This is in contrast to many other simulations of triple flames, for which non-reflecting boundary conditions are applied in the y-direction. The effect of the confinement due to the symmetry boundary conditions on the propagation velocity of a triple flame is discussed by Ruetsch and Broadwell [17] . They found that the propagation speed of a triple flame is reduced by the lateral confinement. The composition of the unburnt mixture at the inlet is prescribed by the following mixture fraction profile [23] :
with Z 1 = 0.03 and Z 2 = 0.08 the mixture fractions at y = 0 and y = L y , respectively. These values are chosen in such a way that the methane-air mixture lies within the flammability limits and that the stoichiometric value, Z st = 0.055, lies at the centre of the inlet (y = L y /2). The thickness of the mixing layer, δ m , is characterized by the slope of the mixture fraction profile at y = L y /2 and the overall change in mixture fraction, which gives
The mixing length at the inlet is a parameter of the simulation and is given by δ
However, it is important to realize that δ m does not remain constant and increases as a function of x due to the diffusive nature of the flow. At the location of maximum heat release, the mixing length is denoted by δ i m and is more physically relevant to the flame's behaviour than δ m (0) at the inlet boundary.
The triple flame is stabilized in the computational domain by adjusting the inlet velocity using a procedure similar to the one implemented by Ruetsch et al [10] . This method requires the flame surface velocity, u f , which is determined by combining the kinematic equation and the transport equation for the progress variable Y. The progress variable can be any linear combination of species mass fractions that assumes values between 0 and 1 and obeys ∇Y = 0. The kinematic equation describes the motion of a flame surface, at which Y(x, t) = const,
stating that a point on a flame surface stays on this surface for all t. The transport equation for Y reads
with ρ the density, λ the thermal conductivity, and c p the heat capacity of the gas mixture. The Lewis number, Le Y , and chemical source term,ω Y , generally depend on the other field variables in the flame. Combining (5) and (6) yields
with n = −∇Y/|∇Y| the local normal vector directed to the unburnt mixture. Relation (7) is evaluated on the centreline (y = L y /2) in the preheat zone, yielding the velocity correction u f · e x to be applied at the inlet. If the correction were to be applied to the inlet alone, it would take a number of iterations before the velocity change reaches the flame, which is both CPU intensive and may result in stability problems. Therefore, the correction is applied to all points in the flow, as a Galilean transformation, in order to reach a steady state more quickly. When the flow field reaches a steady state, the inlet velocity, u inlet , corresponds exactly to the propagation speed, s P , of the triple flame. We are only interested in the final steady flame structure.
We consider triple flames in a partially premixed methane-air mixture at atmospheric pressure with an unburnt temperature of T u = 300 K. The reaction mechanism for the description of the chemical processes involved in the oxidation of methane is taken from [24] . This mechanism considers C 1 -chemistry only and is therefore not very accurate under fuelrich conditions. However, due to the relatively small number of species and reactions, this mechanism is more attractive to use in detailed chemistry computations than more detailed reaction mechanisms.
In order to reduce the computational cost of the simulations, the transport properties are modelled by using simplified formulations for the thermal conductivity, λ, and viscosity, µ, of methane-air mixtures [24] :
These expressions are found by fitting the results of methane-air flame simulations with more complex transport models. The species diffusivities are evaluated by using Lewis numbers equal to 1 for all species (Le i = 1). This rather crude assumption results in a mass burning rate m = ρs L , which is significantly lower than when Lewis numbers not equal to 1 are applied. The mass burning rate of a stretchless stoichiometric flame equals m o st = 0.337 and 0.421 kg m −2 s −1 for Le i = 1 and detailed transport, respectively. Although the absolute values are different, the behaviour of the mass burning rate as a function of the mixture fraction is similar. The main reason to use Lewis numbers equal to 1 is that it simplifies the analysis of the results. Since differential diffusion effects are absent in this case, the enthalpy and element mass fractions are not changed by flame stretch. Furthermore, the Le i = 1 assumption simplifies the look-up procedure in FGM, as is explained hereafter. It is expected that the simplified reaction and diffusion models do not prohibit us from drawing general conclusions about the structure and propagation of triple flames.
To reduce computation time, the chemical reaction model is simplified by using the FGM method. FGM is a reduction technique that combines the ideas of the flamelet approach and the intrinsic low-dimensional manifold (ILDM) method [25] . As in ILDM, a low-dimensional manifold is created in composition space. In FGM, this is achieved by solving a set of so-called flamelet equations. This set of quasi-one-dimensional equations is systematically derived in [26, 27] from the full three-dimensional time-dependent equations that govern reacting flows. When multi-dimensional effects such as flame stretch and curvature are neglected, the remaining set of one-dimensional equations is solved treating the system as an adiabatic premixed flat flame. The solution (a flamelet) forms a one-dimensional curve in composition space and can be considered as a one-dimensional FGM. The accuracy of the method can be increased by increasing the dimension of the manifold. A multi-dimensional FGM is constructed from a series of flamelets by solving the flamelet equations for different compositions of the unburnt mixture. In [18] , it is shown how the dimension of the manifold is increased in order to deal with enthalpy, h, variations that arise due to non-adiabatic effects. Since the triple flames considered in this paper are adiabatic, the enthalpy is not used as an additional controlling variable. However, variations in the mixture fraction, Z, will occur in partially premixed flames. Since the mixture fraction is conserved in each flamelet, global changes in the mixture fraction have to be taken into account by adding Z as an additional controlling variable to the manifold. In order to do so, the one-dimensional flamelet equations are solved for different values of the mixture fraction, Z u , of the unburnt mixture. In this work, the value of Z u is simply changed by varying the ratio between fuel and air in the initial mixture. It is varied in the range 0.0280 < Z u < 0.0820 with steps of Z = 0.0005. This range covers the values of Z that will occur in the flames studied here. In order to deal with compositions outside the flammability limits, the FGM can be extrapolated to high and low Z values. This extrapolation procedure is the same as that for the enthalpy described in [18] .
The resulting two-dimensional manifold is shown in figure 3 , where the chemical source term,ω Y , of the progress variable is plotted as a function of the controlling variables Y and Z. Because Lewis numbers equal to 1 are used, there are no differential diffusion effects, and Z = Z u in each flamelet. This makes it easier to retrieve data from the manifold because the enclosing flamelets can be found directly for given values of Y and Z [18] . The progress variable used here is given by
where M i is the molar mass of species i. This linear combination has been used in [19] as well. It includes H 2 to describe processes in the preheat zone and H 2 O and CO 2 to ensure that Y is continuously increasing for all Z. The progress variable is scaled by using the equilibrium values, φ i eq , in stoichiometric conditions, and it runs from 0 in the unburnt mixture to 1 in the burnt mixture. The equilibrium value of the progress variable at other mixture fractions, however, is not equal to 1. The equilibrium value for fuel-lean mixtures is smaller because less H 2 and H 2 O are formed. For fuel-rich mixtures, the opposite holds. After the manifold is stored in a database, it can be linked to a standard flow solver. This means that together with the momentum and continuity equations, differential equations for the controlling variables have to be solved. The conservation equations for Y and Z read
where Le i = 1 is used. The Le i = 1 assumption is not essential for the FGM method. Preferential diffusion can be included in FGM, as has been demonstrated in previous papers [18] [19] [20] . The time derivatives have been omitted because only steady flames are considered in this paper. The variables ρ, λ, c p , andω Y are stored in the database as functions of the controlling variables. Gicquel et al [28] generated a two-dimensional manifold for a hydrogen-air mixture in a way similar to that described here. They applied it to premixed laminar counterflow flames. A series of triple flames is computed with different mixing lengths. For smaller mixing lengths, the deviation from a purely premixed system becomes more prominent. The mixing length (or mixture fraction gradient) is changed by varying the width of the domain L y . The length of the domain is kept constant at L x = 23.6 mm, which corresponds to L x = 70 δ st f , with δ st f = 0.337 mm the premixed flame thickness at stoichiometric conditions. To avoid the flow boundary conditions at the inlet affecting the propagation speed, the triple point is stabilized far away from the inlet at a distance of x ≈ 23 δ st f . The triple point is defined as the point of maximum heat release at the stoichiometric mixture-fraction contour.
The parameters and primary results of the triple flame simulations are shown in table 1. The numerical configuration described in this section is chosen similar to the one used by Favier et al [23] . A comparison of the results presented in this paper with their results is given by Herrmann [29] .
All flames have been computed using the two-dimensional FGM discussed earlier. Flame IV has also been computed with detailed chemistry in order to validate the reduced chemistry model. Due to the computation time of the simulations with detailed chemistry, the validation is limited to this case only. Application of FGM reduces the computation time of the simulations by two orders of magnitude.
Comparison detailed chemistry/FGM
Before the results of detailed chemistry and FGM are compared, a description of the general structure of the methane-air triple flame is given in terms of temperature and species profiles. Iso-contours of temperature T and the species mass fractions Y CH 4 The most characteristic scalar field of a flame is that of temperature. The premixed flame branches can be clearly identified. The temperature rises from 300 K in the unburnt mixture to approximately 2000 K behind the premixed flame branches, depending on the local stoichiometry. The highest temperatures of approximately 2150 K are found in regions of nearstoichiometric mixture. However, because heat is conducted away from the stoichiometric line, these temperatures are almost 100 K lower than the maximum equilibrium temperature of 2240 K.
In the unburnt gases, the mass fraction of methane equals the mixture fraction and ranges from Y CH 4 = 0.08 at the fuel-rich side to Y CH 4 = 0.03 at the fuel-lean side. Due to diffusion and redirection of the flow in the lateral direction, the gradient in Y CH 4 (and therefore in Z as well) decreases as a function of x in front of the triple flame. In the premixed flame front, methane is decomposed into more stable fuels like CO and H 2 . A large amount of CO can be found in the mixture behind the fuel-rich premixed flame branch. On the lean side, O 2 survives through the premixed flame and diffuses towards the stable reactants behind the fuel-rich branch.
The radical profiles for H and formaldehyde (CH 2 O) in flame IV are shown in figure 4 as well. Both species concentrations peak on the fuel-rich side close to the triple point. The CH 2 O concentration shows a second peak in the fuel-rich premixed flame branch at the boundary of the domain. Formaldehyde is converted through HCO into CO in the premixed flame branch. The H radicals are produced behind the fuel consumption layer near the burnt gas side of the premixed flame and diffuse upstream towards the unburnt gas, where they play an important role in the breakup of the fuel.
The propagation speed of flame IV computed by using detailed chemistry is s P = 44.0 cm s −1 . When FGM is used, the propagation speed is s P = 44.7 cm s −1 , a difference less than two per cent. This small difference indicates that FGM yields accurate results for these triple flames. This is confirmed by the temperature and species profiles shown in figures 4 and 5. In figure 5 , profiles of Y H , Y OH , and Y CO are shown for three different cuts through flame IV. The first profile shows concentrations along the stoichiometric mixture-fraction contour, Z = Z st . The exact location of the profiles at lean and rich conditions is indicated in figure 11 . The mass fractions are plotted against the arc-length, s, which is scaled with the flame thickness, δ st f at stoichiometric conditions. The origin is chosen at the position s i of maximum heat release.
For most variables, the results of the detailed and reduced chemistry computations agree very well. For the temperature and the major species, hardly any difference can be observed (<2%). The radical mass fractions Y H , Y OH , and Y CH 2 O are very hard to predict using reduction methods based on quasi-steady-state assumptions. However, when using FGM, the results agree well with the results of detailed chemistry computations (difference <5%). Since the radical concentrations are mainly determined by the concentrations of the major species, the small over-prediction of CO on the fuel-rich side results locally in a lower value of Y CH 2 O .
Because transport processes along the iso-surfaces of Y are not included in FGM, the CO formed on the fuel-rich side cannot diffuse along the premixed flame front towards the fuel-lean side. Therefore, the CO concentration behind the fuel-rich premixed flame branch is 2% over-predicted by FGM. In figure 6 , the different terms in the transport equation for CO are shown for the same cuts as in figure 5 . Transport along the premixed flame surfaces (Y = const) is compared with transport normal to these surfaces and chemical production and consumption (i.e. all positive and negative contributions to the chemical source term). For all three cuts, it can be seen that the term corresponding to transport along the flame surfaces is negligible compared with the other terms. For other species, it is even more distinct. This observation validates the main assumption made in FGM.
Besides temperature, the heat release,ω T , defined aṡ
is an important characteristic of flames. The heat release distributions in flame IV computed with detailed chemistry and FGM are shown on the left and right in figure 7 , respectively. The original data are plotted in the upper graphs, while the lower graphs present the same data multiplied by 100 in order to show the structure of the small values. The triple flame structure of this flame can be clearly identified in this figure. Although the heat release in the premixed flame branches is approximately two orders of magnitude larger, the trailing diffusion flame can be observed by its heat release in both detailed chemistry and FGM computations. Another way to indicate the presence of a diffusion flame is to compare profiles of temperature and heat release along the stoichiometric contour in a triple flame with those of a stoichiometric one-dimensional premixed flame. These profiles are plotted in figure 8 as a function of the arc-length, s. The arc-length is made dimensionless with the flame thickness, δ st f , in stoichiometric conditions, and its origin is chosen at the point of maximum heat release, s = s i . The profiles coincide in the premixed flame region. Behind the premixed reaction zone, differences between the one-dimensional flame and the triple flames can be observed. Due to lateral diffusion of heat, the temperature in the triple flames is almost 100 K lower than in the one-dimensional case. In the FGM computations, the diffusion of heat is governed by the transport equation for Z, which is exactly the same as the equation for enthalpy due to the Le i = 1 assumption. On the other hand, diffusion of excess oxygen and intermediate fuels behind the premixed flame branch towards the stoichiometric line causes an increase in the reaction rate, resulting in a higher heat release than in the one-dimensional flame. For increasing mixture fraction gradient, these differences become larger. The small difference between the temperature profiles computed with detailed chemistry and FGM is not visible in figure 8 .
Detailed chemistry FGM
The heat release in the diffusion flame computed with FGM is approximately 5% higher than for the detailed chemistry computation. This difference is caused by a small local difference in Y. Because the H 2 O concentration behind the fuel-rich flame branch is higher in the detailed chemistry computation, Y has a higher value than in the FGM computation. Since in the FGM case Y is further away from the chemical equilibrium value, the heat release is higher than in the detailed chemistry computation. Because the values ofω T are small in the trailing diffusion flame, the relative difference seems high (5%). However, the difference in Y is only 0.5%.
Flame propagation and mixing length
So far we have not considered the velocity field in our analysis. In this section, we discuss the velocity field of a triple flame and the effect of the mixing length, δ m . In figure 9 , the chemical source term,ω Y , of the progress variable is shown for the different triple flames. If we compare the heat release profiles in figure 7 with the profiles ofω Y in figure 9 , we can conclude thatω Y andω T are closely correlated. The flow field is presented by means of streamlines, which are superimposed on theω Y contours in figure 9 .
Due to the homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions at the symmetry planes, the profile of Z in the y-direction is flattened by lateral diffusion and the mixture fraction gradient decreases as a function of x. As a result, the maximum and minimum value of Z in the premixed flame branch tend to the stoichiometric value and are less extreme than their values at the inlet. This effect has an increasing influence for decreasing δ inlet m . It results in an increase in the reaction rate near the boundaries and in an attachment of the premixed flame branches to the boundaries (see figure 9 ). For flame VI, the minimum and maximum values of Z in the premixed flame front are Z = 0.045 and 0.063, respectively. Furthermore, the effective mixing length, δ i m , at the triple point of flame VI is larger than for flame V, although the mixing Heat release in the premixed flame branches strongly influences the flow field ahead of the flame structure. Thermal expansion in the premixed flame front causes an increase in the component of the velocity normal to the flame front. This jump in the normal velocity bends the streamlines towards the stoichiometric line. To accommodate this redirection of the flow, the streamlines ahead of the flame diverge. Due to this divergence, the velocity directly ahead of the triple flame is lower than the oncoming velocity far upstream. Since the velocity directly ahead of the triple point is almost equal to the premixed burning velocity, s st L , the propagation speed of the triple flame structure is higher than s st L . The propagation speeds, s P , of triple flames with different mixing lengths are given in table 1. For smaller mixing lengths, the curvature of the premixed flame front increases and the divergence ahead of the flame decreases, resulting in lower propagation speeds. As argued by Ruetsch and Broadwell [17] , the confinement of the triple flame also affects the propagation speed. Since the flow is confined in the y-direction, the divergence ahead of the flame is smaller than for the unconfined case. Therefore, a comparison of the propagation speed with theoretical expressions [15, 16] , which only consider unconfined flames, does not make much sense.
The effect of flow divergence on the propagation speed is elucidated in figure 10 , where the dimensionless mass flow rate is plotted along the stoichiometric mixture-fraction contour. superscript o indicates variables of a stretchless flame. Figure 10 shows clearly that the mass flow rate decreases ahead of the flame. Therefore, the upstream value is higher than the mass flow rate at the triple point, which is approximately the same as the mass burning rate, m o st , of a stoichiometric premixed flame. Behind the premixed flame front, the streamlines converge, causing an increase in the mass flow. Far downstream, the flow becomes uniform and ρ(u·e s ) becomes equal to its value at the inlet. However, behind the flame front of flame VI, the mixture fraction field is almost constant. Therefore, the stoichiometric mixture-fraction contour of flame VI bends towards the rich side for s − s i > 20δ st f . As a result, e s is diverted in the lateral direction and ρ(u · e s ) decreases for flame VI.
Although the propagation speed, s P , of most triple flames is significantly larger than the mass burning rate of a stoichiometric premixed flame, the local mass burning rate at the triple point is 10-20% lower than m o st . This decrease in the local mass burning rate is caused by flame stretch. Since the stretch rate increases with increasing curvature of the premixed flame front, this effect is larger for smaller mixing lengths. The influence of flame stretch on the local mass burning rate at the premixed branches is studied in more detail in the next section.
Flamelet analysis
In this section, we discuss the structure and behaviour of flamelets in the premixed and diffusion flame branches.
Premixed flamelets
In the previous section, we have found that the propagation speed of a triple flame is governed by flow divergence ahead of the flame and the local mass burning rate in the premixed flame branch. The latter is investigated with a flamelet analysis introduced by de Goey and ten Thije Boonkkamp [26] . In order to do so, the one-dimensional flamelets have to be reconstructed from the triple-flame solution. This is done by integrating in the direction normal to the iso-surfaces of the progress variable. The one-dimensional flame path is then given by with x −∞ the starting point in the unburnt mixture. In figure 11 , three premixed flamelets in flame IV are shown: one starting on the fuel-rich side, one on the fuel-lean side, and one in near-stoichiometric conditions. Since the iso-contours of Z and Y are not perpendicular (∇Z · ∇Y = 0), the flamelets cross iso-contours of Z, and thus Z changes in the premixed flamelets. Because the progress variable contains the mass fraction of H 2 and H 2 O, the progress variable reaches a higher value at fuel-rich conditions. Therefore, the flamelets bend towards the fuel-rich side in the burnt gases. Temperature profiles in these three flamelets are shown in figure 12 . In this figure, the temperature is plotted as a function of the arc-length, s, which is scaled with the flame thickness, δ st f . The origin is chosen at the position of maximum heat release. This reaction layer in a premixed flame is often referred to as the inner layer [30] . The slope of the temperature profile in the preheat zone of the near-stoichiometric flamelet is steeper than for the fuelrich and fuel-lean cases. This is caused by the higher flow velocity in the preheat zone of the near-stoichiometric flamelet. This can be seen in the right graph of figure 12 , in which the mass burning rate, m, in the flamelets is plotted. In the preheat zone, the mass burning rate decreases due to flame stretch. Behind the inner layer, this continues for the fuel-lean and near-stoichiometric flamelets. The mass burning rate of the fuel-rich flamelet, however, increases behind the inner layer.
The explanation for this behaviour can be found in figure 13 , in which the dimensionless local stretch rate, ρKδ 
The curvature, κ, of the flame surface is related to the derivative of σ , which is a measure of the flame surface through which transport takes place [26] . This relation is expressed by
Combining (15) and (16) yields
which expresses how the local mass burning rate, m, is changed by flame stretch and curvature. A positive stretch rate decreases m as a function of s, while positive curvature leads to an increase in m. In the preheat zone, the stretch term is larger than the curvature term, and therefore the mass burning rate decreases. Behind the inner layer, the curvature of the flame surfaces increases, especially for the fuel-rich case. In the fuel-rich flamelet, the curvature term becomes larger than the flame stretch term, resulting in an increase of the mass burning rate. In figure 14 , the flame stretch, ρK, and curvature, κm, terms are shown for the nearstoichiometric flamelets in flames I, III and V. The profiles are similar for the different flames. However, for smaller mixing lengths, the premixed flame front becomes more curved and, because curvature contributes to stretch, the stretch rate increases. Figures 13 and 14 clearly show that the dimensionless stretch rate is O(1), which makes the use of weakstretch approximations in theoretical studies doubtful. Moreover, since the stretch rate changes significantly through the flamelet, constant stretch-rate assumptions are not applicable either.
In [26] , de Goey and ten Thije Boonkkamp derived an expression for the mass burning rate, m b , in the burnt mixture of stretched flames in the case of strong stretch. It reads
where the Karlovitz integral, Ka, has been introduced as
which is a dimensionless number indicating the ratio between flame stretch and the mass burning rate. The subscripts u and b denote the unburnt and burnt mixtures, respectively. Equation (18) relates the mass burning rate, m b , in the burnt mixture of a stretched flame to the mass burning rate, m o b , of a stretchless flame. However, the mass burning rate, m i , at the position of the inner layer, where most heat is released, is more physically relevant. It is m i that governs the propagation of the premixed flame front through the mixture. Furthermore, Groot and de Goey [32] have shown that the unstretched mass burning rate is independent of flame curvature only when m is evaluated in the inner layer. The mass burning rate in the inner layer is related to m b by the continuity equation:
For the unstretched case, this yields
Note that m (20) and (21) with expressions (18) and (19) for m b gives us an expression for the mass burning rate in the inner layer: The first term between parentheses on the right-hand side represents that the mass burning rate in the inner layer is affected by the stretch field throughout the whole flamelet. The second term is just a correction needed to translate the result from s = s b to the inner layer. The mass burning rate at the inner layer is shown in figure 15 for flames I, IV and VI. The structure of flame VI is, however, quite different: near the triple point, the flame front is convex towards the unburnt mixture, but at the fuel-rich and fuel-lean sides it is concave. Therefore, the flame stretch rate decreases away from the triple point and becomes even negative at the fuel-lean side. As a result, the difference between m i and m o decreases for fuel-rich and fuel-lean conditions. For Z i < 0.047, the mass burning rate in the inner layer becomes even higher than m o . By integrating along the flamelets, the mass burning rate can be determined according to (22) . These predictions of m i are also plotted in figure 15 as thin curves. The comparison with the numerical results (symbols) can be considered very satisfactory. Close to the triple point in stoichiometric conditions the difference between numerical results and theory is negligible. Away from stoichiometry the differences increase because the reaction layer becomes thicker and variations in Z through the flamelet become larger.
So far, the results presented in this section are based on simulations using FGM. A similar analysis can be performed for the results computed with detailed chemistry. The mass burning rate at the inner layer of flame IV computed with detailed chemistry is plotted in figure 15 as well. Again, the comparison between FGM and detailed chemistry results is very satisfactory. 
Diffusion flamelets
For the trailing diffusion flame, a similar analysis can be performed. Diffusion flamelets are reconstructed from the triple flame solution by integrating in the direction normal to iso-contours of Z. The one-dimensional diffusion flame path is then given by (14) with n = −∇Z/|∇Z| in this case. The starting points, x −∞ , are chosen close to the boundary at the lean side. The flame paths of three diffusion flamelets in flame IV are displayed in figure 11 . The diffusion flamelets D1, D2, and D3 are located at approximately 3, 5 and 7 mm downstream of the triple point, respectively.
The mixture fraction profiles along these diffusion flamelets are shown in figure 16 , where Z is plotted as a function of the arc-length, s. The arc-length is scaled with the premixed flame thickness, δ st f , and the origin is chosen at the position s = s st , where Z = Z st . The mixture fraction in the flamelets increases from approximately Z ≈ 0.035 on the fuel-lean side to Z ≈ 0.075 on the fuel-rich side. Due to the diffusive nature of the flow, the gradient ∂Z/∂s decreases for flamelets further downstream. This mixture fraction gradient is closely related to the scalar dissipation rate, χ , which is an important characteristic of diffusion flamelets. The scalar dissipation rate is defined as
which is the inverse of a characteristic diffusion timescale. The scalar dissipation rate for the diffusion flamelets is shown in figure 16 as well. The profiles of χ are bell-shaped, with their maximum near Z = Z st . Since the gradient of Z decreases for flamelets further downstream, the maximum value of χ decreases as well. The diffusion flamelets in the triple flames are compared with the most elementary diffusion flame: the quasi-one-dimensional counterflow diffusion flame. The counterflow diffusion flame configuration consists of opposing fuel and oxidizer streams. Counterflow diffusion flames have been studied extensively. In most studies on counterflow diffusion flames, one stream consists of pure fuel (Z = 1) and the other of pure oxidizer (Z = 0). In this study, however, we use unburnt mixtures with Z −∞ = 0.03 and Z ∞ = 0.08 as boundary conditions in order to resemble the flamelets in the triple flame as close as possible. Since these mixtures are within the flammability limits, the diffusion flame is enclosed between two premixed flames. In fact, this flame structure can be considered as a quasi-one-dimensional triple flame.
First, a series of counterflow diffusion flames is computed with detailed chemistry for different applied strain rates, a. The scalar dissipation rate in counterflow diffusion flames increases for increasing strain rates. Subsequently, diffusion flamelet D2 is compared with a counterflow flame with the same scalar dissipation rate, χ st = 0.074, at stoichiometric conditions. In figure 17 , the profiles of Z and χ are plotted for flamelet D2 and the corresponding counterflow flame with a = 81.5 s −1 . The behaviour of both Z and χ is very similar for these flames. Due to the boundary conditions for the triple flame simulations, the gradients of Z at fuel-rich and fuel-lean conditions are smaller for flamelet D2 than for the counterflow flame.
Since the mixture fraction is a continuously increasing function of s, diffusion flamelets can be parametrized by Z. In studies on diffusion flames it is therefore common practice to present results in mixture fraction space. In figure 17 , the progress variable Y is shown in mixture fraction space for flamelet D2 and the corresponding counterflow flame. The chemical equilibrium value, Y eq (Z), is shown as well. Because diffusion flamelet D2 lies almost completely behind the premixed flame branch, the progress variable has a high value close to Y eq . At Z = 0.068, the flamelet enters the premixed flame branch and Y suddenly drops. Similar behaviour can be observed for the counterflow flame, albeit for a higher value of Z. When transport along iso-surfaces of Z is neglected and the transformation ∂ ∂s
is applied, the conservation equation for the species mass fractions along the diffusion flamelets can be written as (see, e.g. [33] )
stating that there is a balance between diffusion along the flamelet and reaction. Due to this balance, the chemical equilibrium value, Y eq , whereω i = 0, is not reached in the diffusion flamelets.
The results of flamelet D2 based on the triple flame simulation using FGM are almost the same as the results computed with detailed chemistry. Although the FGM database consists of premixed flamelets, the diffusion part of the flame seems to be modelled accurately by FGM. Since an ordinary two-dimensional conservation equation for the progress variable is solved, transport of Y in all directions is accounted for. Therefore, the differences between the results computed with detailed chemistry and FGM are mainly caused by differences in the chemical source term. Since the composition in the diffusion tail of the triple flame is close to chemical equilibrium, for which chemistry is dominant and ILDM and FGM are identical, the composition can be described very accurately by only one progress variable. Thus, because the chemical source term is well described by FGM and diffusion of Y along the diffusion flamelets is accounted for, the results of the reduced computations agree well with the results of the detailed chemistry simulations.
Conclusions
In this paper, FGM has been used to study triple flames. Triple flames have been simulated for different mixing lengths with detailed chemistry and FGM. The mixing length has been decreased by decreasing the size of the computational domain in the y-direction. However, lateral diffusion reduces the gradient of Z so much for small domain widths that the mixing length at the flame front increases for decreasing L y . Due to the relatively large mixing length, the trailing diffusion flame is less prominent than the premixed flame branches. The heat release in the diffusion flame is two orders of magnitude smaller than that in the premixed flame branches. Since the diffusion flame is embedded in the burnt gases of the premixed flame front, the mixture composition in the diffusion flame is close to chemical equilibrium.
The propagation of triple flames is governed by the flow redirection that occurs in front of the flame. This redirection is a consequence of the acceleration of normal velocity across the premixed flame front. For large mixing lengths, the redirection of the flow increases and as a result the propagation speed increases. Due to the confinement in lateral direction, the redirection-and thus the propagation speed-is smaller than for 'free' triple flames. In [17] , Ruetsch and Broadwell concluded that the propagation speed of confined triple flames is equal to the premixed burning velocity, i.e. s P = s L . This is, however, in contradiction with the results from Herrmann [29] and the results presented in this section.
The structure of the different flame branches has been studied using a flamelet analysis. The amount of flame stretch and curvature appeared to be significant in the premixed flame branches. This makes the use of weak-stretch approximations in theoretical studies doubtful. Since flame stretch contains contributions due to curvature, the stretch term is higher for flames with a smaller mixing length. The curvature of the premixed flame front increases for decreasing mixing length. The local mass burning rate in the premixed flame branches is affected significantly by flame stretch. For flame IV, the mass burning rate is approximately 15% smaller than the mass burning rate of an unstretched premixed flame. The results obtained with the flamelet analysis agree with the results from Herrmann [29] . The structure of the trailing diffusion flame has been analysed as well. It appeared that the diffusion flamelets are very similar to one-dimensional counterflow flames with a similar scalar dissipation rate.
To account for mixture fraction variations in the FGM method, Z is added to the manifold as an additional controlling variable. The agreement between the results of the triple flame computed with detailed chemistry and FGM is very satisfactory. Since transport of species along iso-surfaces of Y is not included in the FGM computations, differences appear for species, whose concentration changes significantly along the premixed flame front. The differences are only small for the flames studied here because the length scale of the variations along the flame front are much larger than the premixed flame thickness, i.e. δ associated with flame stretch and curvature, respectively, are of the same order of magnitude as the premixed flame thickness, δ f . However, since the reaction layer thickness is typically much smaller than δ f , the chemistry (or chemical source term,ω Y ) is not affected by stretch and curvature. Therefore, the local mass burning rate is reproduced accurately with FGM, which in its turn results in the correct shape of the premixed flame front. In the trailing diffusion flame, only small deviations from chemical equilibrium occur because the scalar dissipation rate is much smaller than the chemical reaction rates. In this hightemperature region, the mixture composition can be described by only one reactive controlling variable, and ILDM and FGM are identical. Therefore, the FGM results agree very well with the detailed chemistry computations. For smaller mixing lengths, the scalar dissipation rate and the deviation from chemical equilibrium will increase. In order to maintain a certain accuracy at higher dissipation rates, the dimension of the manifold can be increased by adding extra progress variables.
In order to study the flame structure for larger variations of Z along the flame front, the mixing length, δ i m , at the inner layer should be controlled in another way. This could be realized, e.g., by omitting lateral diffusion of Z in the inlet region or by applying different boundary conditions in the y-direction. Smaller mixing lengths would mean a larger deviation from the purely premixed case and thus a more severe test for FGM. Another interesting aspect that remains to be investigated is the influence of differential diffusion on the flame structure. In this paper, we assumed Le i = 1, but differential diffusion in combination with flame stretch results in an additional effect on the mass burning rate [20, 26] .
